
Consultative Experience Guide

Opening: Build Rapport

1. Tell me about yourself
2. Reflect on the qualifying call/notes and ask them to talk a little more about the

things that had previously been discussed
1. Let’s discuss your current vs. your preferred reality.

● Where are you currently?
● Where would you like to be?

2. Why is getting there important? (ask deeper questions if needed)
3. Why aren’t you where you want to be right now already? What would you

pin-point as the top 3 challenges that are hindering you right now?
4. Because you aren’t there yet, what do you feel like it’s costing you?
5. How is not being there impacting other areas of your life?

Reflection Point:

So it sounds like maybe your biggest challenges are x, x, x and you’ve tried x, x, x on
your own and haven’t been as successful as you could be, right?

● And I’ve heard you say that if you don’t get x, x, x it’s going to cost you x
and you’ll never get to x.

● Did I get that right?
6. What do you believe is the solution to help you with (problems x, x, x) ?
7. How do you believe it will help you achieve (solutions x, x, x) ?
8. Is there anything that you believe would hold you back from implementing these

solutions?

Possible threats (tangible or intangible)

9. So, you’ve set up this call today and based on our conversation, it sounds like you
are ready to move forward and make decisions to create the shift you need. So, are you
committed to doing the work necessary to achieve (solutions x,x,x) ?
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10. Where would you say your commitment is on a scale from 1-10? ___

If not 10, WHY NOT?

11. What would you like to leave this program being able to experience?

12. Can you afford not to have coaching at this stage in your life?

13. When we work together, it’ll be a collaborative effort where we’ll be using the Rise
Framework for Realization, Intention, Strategy & Execution.

In the realization stage (which will most likely show up on every session) we will focus
on shifting your paradigms - Identifying the real beliefs that stopping you from
creating the life that you deserve

In the intention stage we shift your focus onto the outcomes that you want to see
manifest within your life.

In the strategy stage we get practical and focus on shifting the processes in your life
that have been producing your outcomes.

In the execution stage your progress ultimately begins to shift in the direction of
your goals.

I will work with you to achieve specific goal by challenging you to dig deep and identify
what beliefs have stopped you in certain areas of your life.

We will work together for Duration to get to the root cause of List Perceived
Limitations.

We will meet session schedule and when we’re not meeting, you will have
assignments that support you with staying on task and completing this process getting
everything that you want out of it.

You can start today for a coaching investment of option #1 , option #2 if you’d like to
pay in installments. How would you like to complete your payment today?
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